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UPDATES AND LATER ENTRIES

Additional Morning Walk 
The Host Group, Gedling Ramblers are offering a third walk of 3½ miles in length. This will be 
through Linby and will start at 10.30am with the 5½ mile walk. There are limited possibilities for 
circular walks in the area so there may be some overlap.
____________________________________________________________________________________

Addition to the Area Annual Report from:

Notts & Derby Walking Group (NDWG) (Rachael Drewery)
Last year saw NDWG turn 21 years old and members celebrated by completing the group’s first 
long distance path.  Ten hardy members completed the West Highland Way in September 2018.  
The group continues to run Sunday walks in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and surrounding 
counties.  We also offer regular Saturday walks, usually of a shorter distance.  In the summer we 
also offer monthly long-distance challenge walks of over twenty miles and leisurely Wednesday 
evening walks.  Our group trips remain popular.  Last year trips were organised to Keswick, the 
New Forest, Tintagel, Borrowdale, Hadrian’s Wall, Bath and New Year was spent in Whitby.  
As well as continuing to offer a variety of walks, social activities and weekends away, NDWG’s 
priority over the next year is to encourage new members.  To do this we are having to address the 
challenge of attracting young people, who have so many competing demands on their time, while 
ensuring that we do not discriminate against our older members.  We are at present exploring the 
use of Meetup.  
October 2018 saw our AGM, which was attended by over 40 members.  As usual there were lots 
of changes to our committee.  Rob Lievesley, who has been on the committee for over 10 years 
stepped down, and three members joined the committee for the first time.  
_________________________________________________________________________

Nominations for the New Area Committee
As at every Area AGM all Area Officer Posts become vacant and we encourage members to come
forward and fill them. There are several key posts where we are especially keen to recruit new 
people. Notably these are:

Area Treasurer
Area Countryside Officer
Area Press & Publicity Officer
Area Groups Officer

There are also vacancies for Council Members.  These have no dedicated role but recruits can 
make an input in Area Council matters and hopefully, perhaps in the future, take up a specific 
Council position.  It is a good way to gain experience and provides a broad insight to how Area 
functions.
If you are interested then download a ‘Nomination for New Committee’ form from the website or 
alternatively, if attending the Area AGM, pick up a form on the day.  You will require a Nominator 
and a Seconder to complete the form.


